
Tambourine Bay is a multimodal work for large scale interactive video projection and live 
electroacoustic music performance. It can be seen and heard as a window into the local weather 
patterns experienced in the Tambourine Bay Reserve, situated on the Lane Cove river, Sydney 
(commencing 10th to the 26th of January 2012) and represents a transition or dramatic shift in the 
climate over a 16 day period. Additional audio and text combine with this to reflect on more severe 
weather patterns across the east and west coast of Australia leading up to the Australia day long 
weekend. 

The work is scored for 51 percussionists and 100 tambourines.  

Instrumentation includes a percussive/string instrument with its own unique sensor interface made 
up from a Raspberry Pi Model B+, six fast vibration sensor switches, wire / aluminium frame &  
miscellaneous electronic components(see Figure 1.), electronic & acoustic drums, cymbals & 
tambourines.  

The work combines these acoustic, electronic and handmade instruments to perform original music 
in the styles of Industrial/Upbeat/Electronica & Ambient/Soundtrack. The musical approach is 
experimental, improvisational and combines scored samples & sound design with improvised, live 
electronica and percussion. The soundtrack is created in Logic Pro using raw or processed location 
sound recordings, which then forms the basis to the live fifteen to twenty minute performance. 
    
Tambourine Bay was first programmed for installation at the Balance-Unbalance International 
Conference 2013 in Noosa, Queensland, Australia from the 31st of March to the 2nd of June 2013. 
The single channel video work was presented in the ‘Earth to Earth’ sound venue throughout the 
conference proceedings. 

The audio visual is in three parts and has been processed to alter its duration, hue and perspective, 
situating the viewer inside an apartment room looking out over Tambourine Bay. The first two parts 
of the video are saturated in a red and orange hue, intended to illustrate and heighten the unusual 
weather patterns we currently experience and a dramatic indication of the deterioration of our 
environment. As such the work is intended to provoke a disturbing reaction of potential threat at the 
ongoing shift in our local weather patterns and what this might indicate in terms of broader climate 
change. Throughout the video the viewer witnesses the systematic pounding of the Tambourine Bay 
Reserve, situated on the Lane Cove river as it is severely struck by thunder and lightning. It then 
transitions from late evening into an overcast midday with a forecast of further showers, storms and 
bush fires. The final scene is late afternoon interspersed with sunshine and heavy cloud cover and 
again with further predictions of wild and dangerous weather. 

Industrial, ambient and minimalist sound and video blend together to create this disturbing 
atmosphere. The emphasis in the sound design is on the movement and relationship between 
location and synthesized sound manipulated through signal processing and synthesis. The location 
recording (thunder, lightning and birds) / intense bursts of synth pipes / manipulation of frequencies 
using EQ and sound relationships created by dynamic mixing are the main components. The video 
soundtrack is also composed as a backing track for a the live performance of the work. 

Spiraling processed text fuels the narrative of the video installation. Using the daily weather 
broadcasts transcribed from ABC news radio throughout January 2012 the narrative builds and 
repeats itself in an upward movement passing in front of the window frames from which the video 



was shot. The text is both readable and sometimes not, providing snippets of news, which can be 
distinguished at random throughout. 

The performance (soundtrack) will include oral snapshots recorded by an aboriginal elder, one of 
the oldest inhabitants of this Sydney location, from the Cammeraygal group of the Kuringgai 
Aboriginal tribe. Prior to the arrival of the First Fleet her group inhabited the area in which Lane 
Cove is situated. The Cammeraygal group lived on the north shore of Port Jackson and were one of 
the largest groups in the Sydney area. The aboriginal elder speaks of her environment and reflects 
on this in the historical context of her Cammeraygal group and the Lane Cove river.  

Tambourine Bay abstract 

Tambourine Bay is a mixed media audiovisual performance. A solo musician manipulates 
augmented (hyper) instruments, keyboard and percussions, discharging explosive electrical sounds 
through a sensor interface to build a live soundtrack to a 22 minute video projection. The solo 
performance is scored for sensor and wired interface, large floor tom, 20” pang cymbal, electronic 
snare & bass drum, tambourine, cello bow and software synths. The music will be performed in a 
contemporary electro-acoustic style building on the relationship between concrete sounds, dynamic 
rhythm, synths and recorded voice. 

The performance looks at and predicts the effects of wild weather on an affluent inner city suburb 
of Sydney and across the east and west coast of the country over the Australia day long weekend in 
January 2012. The video footage processed for the performance is real-life and was recorded on HD 
video from early to late January. It has been processed in Final Cut Pro to alter its duration and hue 
only. The footage is in 3 parts representing a transition or shift in the weather pattern over a 12 day 
period from evening thunder to late morning drizzle and afternoon sunshine.  

Over the duration (of the performance) the audience will watch and listen to the systematic 
pounding of the Tambourine Bay Reserve, situated on the Lane Cove river, as it is severely struck 
by lighting and thunder. The video then transitions from late evening into an overcast midday with a 
forecast of further showers, storms and bush fires. The final scene is late afternoon interspersed 
with sunshine and heavy cloud cover and again with further predictions of dangerous weather.  

The red saturation of the video illustrates and heightens the unusual patterns in our atmosphere and 
is a dramatic indication of the possible deterioration of our environment. As such the work is 
intended to provoke a disturbing reaction of potential dread at the ongoing shift in our local weather 
patterns and what this might indicate in terms of broader climate change issues. 

The performance soundtrack will include a 10 minute recorded oral history narrated by an 
aboriginal elder, one of the oldest inhabitants of this Sydney location from the Cammeraygal group 
of the Kuringgai Aboriginal tribe. Prior to the arrival of the First Fleet this group inhabited the area 
in which Lane Cove is situated. They lived on the north shore of Port Jackson and were one of the 
largest groups in the Sydney area. The narrative is intended as a snapshot of the history of the 
Tambourine Bay Reserve and tells of the changes that have occurred in the environment over our 
lifetime. 



Soundtrack timeline (@ 30 fps): 
00:00:00 to 00:17:05 - scene 1 rain 
00:17:05 to 00:19:15 - thunder 

00:19:15 to 11:33:00 - thunder & lightning to last very loud thunder 
12:31:00 - transition to scene 2 late morning drizzle & ABC news broadcast 
12:40:00 - low thunder and street car noise to news broadcast 

13:14:00 to 13:19:00 - big car noise 
13:47:00 to - 13:54:00 - plane flies over 
14:45:00 to 14:52:00 - birds singing 

15:14:00 to 16:20:14 - ABC news warning, “and if you’re traveling by car this morning ....” 
15:33:00 “Cammeray” ... 
16:20:14 to 17:51:16 - cars, birds, drizzle and plane flying over (loud at 17:47:00) 

17:51:16 - transition to scene 3.  
17:51:16 to 20:24:22- birds,  cars, crickets (loud at 19:50:00), plane (fades in at 20:04:21) 
20:24:22 - video reverses, ABC broadcast fades in 

21:47:28 - video image freezes 
21:58:00 - text news flash 
22:22:20 - credits, ABC broadcast, “tomorrow’s national weather ...” 

22:37:26 to 22:50:00 - insects, birds, crickets and cars to fade out. 

Music note:  

Let the soundtrack establishes itself first than at around 2 minutes > 

Play a really soft, fast 1/16th note roll on the big red drum, playing with the intro soundtrack of 
rain, thunder, cyborgs and low, droning synth chord. 

Build this slowly to a fast, frenetic beat on pang, tambourine, floor tom, electronic snare and kick 
(playing sculpture sounds).  

Build this up then come to a sudden stop just before the first words are spoken. Edit the words so 
they stop and start dramatically within the thunder / lightning / performance for the first 12:31:00 

Video note: Have 2 projection screens. One is suspended at an angle above the audience and a 
second is suspended behind the performer on stage. The screen above the audience is larger. One 
screen projects the video of tambourine bay, the other projects the movement of text in Processing. 

Instrumentation 
• 1 clear acrylic rectangular container for the gesture interface sensors on TD3 stand 
• black aluminium frame for 6 wire strings. Includes 6 tilt sensors at the base of each wire, 1 
ReachClose sensors to change the pitch and 1 turn sensor to change the samples. 
• 2 opaque (opal) acrylic screens for video & processing projection 
•  electronic kick drum & snare 



•  big red drum 
•  tambourines - make and instrument that plays 8 tambourines. When you tap one if falls onto the 

next, which falls onto the next etc ... to play each tambourine in sequence. When the 8 
tambourines have fallen onto each other they snap back up into a vertical position. The 
tambourines can also be played/shaken simultaneously using some sort of shaker mechanism that 
shakes all the tambourines at the same time in a chosen tempo. 

•  cello bow and pang cymbal 
•  midi keyboard 
•  make a tall hat that has a light (to flick on and off) inside it. See Mad hatter in Newcastle 

Setup:  

Audio 
• Macbook Pro w/Logic track for gesture interface/I-CubeX microDig and sensors. Audio output 
Apogee 1 
• 1 x Behringer UB802 Eurorack 
• 1 x Apogee 1 
• 1 x gesture interface sensors 
• 1 x strings (from Play109) with tilt sensors to trigger. Build the strings into a frame similar to the 

one you made for the TiYC performance rear projection screen. 
• Roland TD-3 V-Drums & stand, snare, tom and kick drum only, w/ hi-hats and cymbal and 

overhead Carillon AXIS 70 Ribbon mic & stand. 

Logic track: 
Continuous sound: BreathingCyborg_1.aif 

String instrument samples on the EXS 24: 62 High Voltage sample, 18 rain_thunder excerpt sample. 
Gesture interface sound on Sculpture: 

String instrument sensors: tilt (from Play 109) and a ReachClose to alter pitch 

Video 
• Video redweather.mov plays off computer, projected on to a sheet of hanging opaque perspex. 
Continuous sound: thunder & lightning (on video), 



ONLINE 
Video projection for the performance of “100 Tambourines” scored for 51 percussionists. 

Tambourine Bay was first programmed for exhibition at the Balance-Unbalance International 

Conference 2013 in Noosa, Queensland, Australia from the 31st of March to the 2nd of June 2013. 

The work was exhibited in the ‘Earth to Earth’ sound venue. 

Tambourine Bay is a multimodal work for large scale interactive video projection and live 
electroacoustic music performance. It can be seen and heard as a window into the local weather 
patterns experienced in the Tambourine Bay Reserve, situated on the Lane Cove river, Sydney 
(commencing 10th to the 26th of January 2012) and represents a transition or dramatic shift in the 
climate over a 16 day period. Additional audio and text combine with this to reflect on more severe 
weather patterns across the east and west coast of Australia leading up to the Australia day long 
weekend. 

The work is scored for 51 percussionists and 100 tambourines. Instrumentation includes electronic, 
acoustic and new musical instrument design to generate and process audio visual data produced and 
manipulated through real time synthesis with a unique sensor interface. 

The audio visual is in three parts and has been processed to alter its duration, hue and perspective, 

situating the viewer inside an apartment room looking out over Tambourine Bay. The first two parts 

of the video are saturated in a red and orange hue, intended to illustrate and heighten the unusual 

weather patterns we currently experience and a dramatic indication of the deterioration of our 

environment. As such the work is intended to provoke a disturbing reaction of potential threat at the 

ongoing shift in our local weather patterns and what this might indicate in terms of broader climate 

change. Throughout the video the viewer witnesses the systematic pounding of the Tambourine Bay 

Reserve, situated on the Lane Cove river as it is severely struck by thunder and lightning. It then 

transitions from late evening into an overcast midday with a forecast of further showers, storms and 

bush fires. The final scene is late afternoon interspersed with sunshine and heavy cloud cover and 

again with further predictions of wild and dangerous weather. 

Industrial, ambient and minimalist sound and video blend together to create this disturbing 

atmosphere. The emphasis in the sound design is on the movement and relationship between 

location and synthesized sound manipulated through signal processing and synthesis. The location 

recording (thunder, lightning and birds) / intense bursts of synth pipes / manipulation of frequencies 

using EQ and sound relationships created by dynamic mixing are the main components. The video 

soundtrack is also composed as a backing track for a live performance of the work. 

http://www.balance-unbalance2013.org/
http://www.balance-unbalance2013.org/


Spiralling processed text fuels the narrative of the video installation. Using the daily weather 

broadcasts transcribed from ABC news radio throughout January 2012 the narrative builds and 

repeats itself in an upward movement passing in front of the window frames from which the video 

was shot. The text is both readable and sometimes not, providing snippets of news, which can be 

distinguished at random throughout. 

The performance (soundtrack) will include oral snapshots recorded by an aboriginal elder, one of 
the oldest inhabitants of this Sydney location, from the Cammeraygal group of the Kuringgai 
Aboriginal tribe. Prior to the arrival of the First Fleet her group inhabited the area in which Lane 
Cove is situated. The Cammeraygal group lived on the north shore of Port Jackson and were one of 
the largest groups in the Sydney area. The aboriginal elder speaks of her environment and reflects 
on this in the historical context of her Cammeraygal group and the Lane Cove river.  

Original concept, video production, score & soundtrack by:  Damian Castaldi  

Medium: Processing Language, Single channel Video & Sound installation  

Acknowledgement for the sketch kinetic type by Zach Lieberman and code adaptation by Solange 

Kershaw  

Drum & cymbal recording engineered by Ganesh Singaram 


